“ Life in all its fullness” John 10:10
St George’s C of E School
Vision and Values
Created by the St George’s C of E School
Community
Our School Vision
We use the Spirit of St George’s in the most creative ways- to
make school interesting and joyful
We all work together as a team to support our learning
Our teachers will know how I learn best- to be my very best self
We will have excitement in our learning so everyone thrives
Our teachers will model and develop our best speech,
language and knowledge of vocabulary
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At St George’s my learning and understanding of Maths will
bring out the very best in me
At St George’s my learning and understanding of Reading will
bring out the very best in me
We will be sure no-one is left behind in their learning and will
know how to best help them
All of us will work to be the healthiest and happiest we can.
Mind, body and soul.
To open our hearts wide, to life around us, and the world
beyond
Governors will support us and make sure we follow our plan for
the most fantastic school
Everyone will make sure, together, that our lives are safe and
secure
Our Values
Compassion
Hope
Community Endurance
Thankfulness
Forgiveness Creativity
Justice
Liberty
Respect
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Objective Summary
EFFECTIVENESS of LEADERSHIP and MANAGEMENT
To have precise, clear and impartial strategic plans which
governors monitor and challenge effectively
a) Develop and implement a streamlined School
Development Plan, reflecting St George’s updated ‘Vision
& Values’ and its church school status
b) Ensure that the School Development Plan delivers a
clarity of goals
c) Governors provide effective support and challenge to
ensure the effective delivery of the School Development
Plan
PUPIL OUTCOMES
To ensure the best outcome for all pupils in the core subjects at
key points
a)

Sustain the highest educational outcomes for EYFS
focusing on identified areas of improvement

Raise attainment levels in Reading, Writing and Maths
with a focus on combined outcomes, to an average score
of 60% at KS1 and 65% at KS2, whilst inceasing the
number of pupils learning at Greater Depth
c) Improve identification and support for identified groups,
such as children with SEND and in receipt of Pupil
Premium and individual children so impact is of a
consistently high standard
TEACHING, LEARNING and ASSESSMENT
To ensure that the quality of learning at St George’s is of the
highest standard throughout our pupils’ school life
b)
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a)

b)

Embed whole school professional curriculum subject
leadership and management; to secure high-quality
teaching, effective use of resources and improved
standards of learning and achievement for all pupils
To embed cross-curricular links within a vibrant school
curriculum

c)

To ensure that through the curriculum, teaching and
learning promotes our core values and Christian Ethos
(including British Values) further developed by
supported learning in RE and PSHE

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT, BEHAVIOUR and WELFARE in
St GEORGES’ C of E SCHOOL’S CONTEXT
To ensure that our pupils thrive at St George’s;
Physically,Emotionally, Culturally, Morally and Spiritually
a) Ensure that a thoughtful and wide-ranging promotion of
pupils’ cultural development continues at St George’s
School
b) To provide a rich, stimulating and imaginative experiences
to support mental and physical health of the whole school
community
c) Continue to support and embed parental and pupil
involvement in educational progress of the school
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